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THE· COMMENT
November 17, 1983

Bridgewater State College

What 'Blatant Misconducts'?
•• __.-r'

By Deb Santheson
After two hours of heated
debate, the motion to
impeach SGA President Paul
Dobson was voted down 614-0 at the Student Government Association Meeting
. Tuesday night.
The long night began with
the motion to start debate
being moved and seconded
and a sealed letter containing
the recommendations of the
Student Court being delivered to SGA 1st Vice President David Kutcher. The
preface to the letter, as read
by Kutcher, requested that
the remainder of the letter be
read in Executive Session.
This motion was quickly
passed and the 40-50 anxious
spectators who had accumufated

in

the

gallery were

halls and the doors were
closed:
After half an hour, the
spectators were allowed
back in and debate resumed.
President Dobson took the
floor for his first of two tenminute statements as
declared in the SGA Constitution. In the ten minutes he
. was allotted, Dobson took
each one of the first three
charges and explained why
each should not be considered as a charge. After Dobson relinquished the floor,
his face showed disbelief as
his explanations were twisted
and misinterpreted to work
·against him.
The debate went· out of
hand more than once as
senators asked question after
quest i o n w h i I e other
members

·.q~i~·l~$b,yft~Q.,1J>'.µt·into.the..... answ,er.

attempted

to

them .. at.·. .the $ame

!-T oxi-c-;-WAS-TE:,

!ley

Revisited
Janet Coffey

1
I In last week's issue of The
I Comment it was incorrectly
lreported that Cannons
Id umped wastes into. the
lwater causing contaminaltion. It was not the fault of
1Cannons for the contamina1tion, but a company that was
tsubcontracted by Cannons
IEngineering Corporation to
legally dispose of the hazard-

I

Another fact not mentioned in last week's article
was that the CEC was not
only shut. down because of
leaking drums, but ~lso the
contract for the CEC was not
renewed.
These facts were brought
to the attention of The Comment by BSC student whose
father was a general manager
of the Cannon's General
Engineering Corporation.

!l.~2..'!::..a~~----------.-------.;;.--·----J.

Karen Callison and Marie Murphy survey

time. President Dobson's
second ten minute period
turned into 30 minutes as two
senators requested their time
be given to him.
It was during this time that
Dobson continued defending
his charges and a number of
spectators were called upon
by Dobson to speak in his
behalf. Said one student,"We
want the SGA to be a cohesive force. We want them
working as one not working
as five or six- parts."
Finally, the motion to end
debate was passed and a roll
call vote was taken of the 20
members. A loud burst of
applause, both from the
gallery and from the senators, erupted in the
Chambers as Dave Kutcher
happily announced the
S~e.SGA"p..8

A New Face at BSC
By Janet Coffey
. The Comment recently
took ·the opportunity to speak
with Professor Glenn Miller, a
new geography teacher here
at BSC. Mr.. Miller studied at
West Chester University
where he earned his Bachelor of Science and Master
Associate degrees. From
there Mr. Miller attended the
University of Cincinnati to
obtain his Ph.D. while work-

ing three years part-time.
Before coming to BSC,
Professor Miller taught urban
ecomomic geography at
Frostburg State in Maryland
and at Rutger's University.
Mr. Miller told The Comment
that he came to BSC to teach
because at Rutger's University he was spending too
much time doing research
and- not enough time teaching. "I enjoy teaching," he
added, "it isn't a. chore to me."

·rne Comment board at the t=reshman Center:

Professor Miller finds BSC
student's attitudes toward
learning positive. When
asked why students seem to
respond to the courses
taught by him in a positive
way, Professor Miller told
The Comment that he tries as
much as possible to use a lot
of visuals to aid in the understanding of the concepts
being presented. "Every once
in a while I try to use a little.
humor, when- appropriate, to
get a point across."
Some of Professor Miller's
goals in teaching geography
is to help students become
aware of other places around
them. "Most students at BSC
are from southeastern Mass.
and they have little knowledge of the other areas
around them. Through these
cdu rses, I hope to expose
students to various other
parts of the state an'd country
as well."
A major problem Professor
Miller sit~s is that some stu.:.
dents are deficient in geop~
graphy skills wheri they take
geography courses at a col ..
lege level. Professor Miller
feels this is largely due to the
lack of geography courses
taught ih high school. "A
majority of students entering
college have not had a geography course since junior
high. In other countries, for
example, students are
required to ha've taken sever a I geography courses

See Miiier p.8
.....

Commentary
"Becq,u$e ihe~, didn't, like him... "
·An Open Letter to
Dave Kutcher
~· ....ttls inspiring to see the way
you have grown into the position of S.G.A. 1st VicePresident. In a very short
time, your enthusiam and
commitment to the office
have combined to compensate for your initial infamiliarity with the intricacies of
S.G.A. procedure.
Your handling of the
November 15th Senate Meet-

By Jeff Linehan and EUzabeth White

ing, in particular, was both
responsible and responsive.
and, even in the face of difficult circumstances, you were
able to maintain a sense of
humor (seemingly a rare
commodity these days).
Much aplause and continued success.
Matthew Peter Donoghue
Class of 1986

First of all, we must admit
that both of us had some misconceptions about Paul Dobson when we entered the
S.G.A. chambers Tuesday
·night. It was hard not to
believe that Dobson would
hang himself if given enough
rope, and we were there to
witness his public lynching.
However, even with all the
accusations and rumours flying about in reference to
Dobson's alleged crimes, we
agreed to keep an open mind,

Commentary
Obes~ion

·America's

By Paula Ripley
Why is it that we Americans
are so fascinated by everything that the Kennedy family
does or says? The mere mention of the name brings to
mind all sorts of referents
with which we associate the
name Kennedy: JFK, Chap-:
pa q u id d i c k r J a c k i e Q_,
Shriver, Rose, charisma, etc.
We are all guilty of wanting to
know more, wanting to be
informed of the center of
their personal lives.·
Granted that. every family
-which grows.up"in,t'i8c pubH_c
eye will have some am'Ount of
publicity surronding them,
but I am curious as to the reasons why this particular family fascinates us as much as
they do. Perhaps it is the
great tragedies which they,
as a family, have faced and
pulled through· together.
Since we are all vulnerable to
tragedy, maybe we naturally
gravitate toward their
strength. We are in awe of
them.
· We are al.so truly sympathetic that Rose Kennedy lost
two sons to assassins' guns
and two to war. The scandals
surrounding. the family that
Joseph Sr. had affairs with
I

with the Kennedy's

them as examples as our
modern day heroines.
Intrigued as we are by this
family, let's give them credit
for who they are and for what
they have achieved. Perhaps
stories about scandalous
incidents do sell papers, but
let's give this family a break
and restrain from delving so
deeply into their personal
lives.
Especially these next two
weeks the Kennedys will
again be under the spotlight.
We will be able to see on television (some of usforthe first
.tti~ .il'T\pQ.r~~nce ~1 f~rnJty,and · time) the tragic assasination
of country are perhaps what of President John F.
we see as ultimate achieve- Kennedy, and how it affected
ment and well-being. But, America in 1963. Examples of
from the wiqe. range of atti- the wide range of television
tudes they have produced in specials on this subject
the public, ram wondering if include: Since JFK: the Last
we admire or dislike their 20 Years, Nov. 22 on Channel
ambition, or both.
7; JFK, Nov. 19 on Channel 7;
Other points of interest to Kennedy, Nov. 20-22; In
the American pubHc are the Search. of the American
events in the lives of the Dream, Nov. 21-23 on Chanwomen who married into this nel 5; and JFK, the Last 20
family, Joan and Jackie. We Years, Nov. 22 on Channel 7.
read in magazines and news- Also in store for TV viewers
papers about what the.ywear, during the week before the
where they go and h,0w they anniversary is a series of 30
manage their lives. Most of us second tributes, Kennedy
feel that how Joan i~f surviv- Moments, pre-recorded by
ing her pivorce is a concern various personalities. These·
of ours. Maybe we even see can be seen on Channel 7.
other women, the Chappaquiddick incident, and now
the latest, that Robert Jr. is on
heroin, probably receive
more coverage in print than
do the troubles of any other
family. We want to know
about these scandals and
about ho.w the Kennedys feel
at such times.
Generally, it would also be
the "all-Americaness" that
these pe·opJe radiate which
attracts us to them. The
summer house on the Cape,
the Ivy-League education,

observe, and hear both· sides
of the story before takin'g
arms.
A wise decision indeed.
Not only did Dobson succeed in retaining his office,
he also dissolved any negative beliefs we had towards
his ability to function as
S.G.A. President. Dobson
showed that yes, even at
Bridgewater State College
where bureaucracy and red
tape run high, the underdog
can win despite being railroaded. Dobson took the
floor, made an opening statement, and proceeded to show
how ridiculous the grounds
for his impeachment were.
By the end of the debate, I'm
sure Dobson won over many
more supporters that before
the hearing wouldn't have
even thought twice about him
out of office. What it boiled
down to, though, was that
certain individuals in the
senate where trying to have
Dobson impeached not
because they thought he was
incompetent, but because
they didn't like him.
Over the course of the
evening, the identities of
these five or six individuals
became more· and more
apparent due to their miscon:..
duct in the S.G.A. chambers.
These are the people that felt
challenged, for they have
their own set rules on how the
student . g9ver:nfl)ent should
oe run; they want ittheirway,

up
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The Comment invites members of the BSC
community to use this space for a forum for
their ideas, comments, and personal views.
Letters should be typed and must be signed.
All submissions must be made before noon on
Monday.

Get Involved
Do you enjoy writing, reporting, reviewing or
photography? If you do and. would like to join
the staff or just contribute, then come to a
Comment meeting to find out how. The Comment holds meetings every Tuesday at 11 :00
a.m. Get involved with your newspaper.
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The Comment
(E~tablished

with no change or compdm-.
ise. These senators should
stop wasting time trying. to
get rid of Dobson and ·do
what they were elected for.
Now, we do not want to
sound 'pro-Dobson,' on the
contrary, we don't agree with
all his political maneuvers.
However, Paul should be
given a fair chance to do his
job without having to protect
it.
First Vice President David
Kutcher should be applauded for maintaining order and
fairness_throughout the proceeding, .. while at the same
time keeping a refreshing
sense of humor. Others
deserving of praise include
Senator Cisco Meneses and
Matthew Donoghue who
raised several excellent
points, and finally, Senator
George Mccarron who,
when the meeting was at a
stand still put his foot down
and demanded that the
senate unite and move onto
more pertinant material.
In conclusion, students
across campus should realize that this is not a racial
situation, but one that arose
from a personality conflict. It
doesn't matter if all the students in the senate are black
or white; .what does matter is
that they should be able to
work together as adults. After
all, this is college. Let's let
Paul Dobson do his job in
peace:

Contributing Photographers:
~
Editor: Christopher Harwood, Ed Donahue, o
0
:Eli~abeth Norton, Ed Santilli
·,
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.The Comment is a student supported and operated
weekly newspaper serving the academic community of
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250
words or less .and must be· typed. Letters, classified
advertisements .and all other written materials are
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon request. Any .person wishing. to join The
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be
addressed to The Comment, Student Union Building,
Bridgewater State CoUege, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Tele hone: 6·17 697-,1200 ·ex
..
'
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Conalcterlng Law School?
On Thursday, Nov.·22. from 11:00 - 12:00 in the Martha 0.
Rondileau room in Maxwell Library, the Director o~ Admissions (Mary Danehy) from New England School of law will be
here to meet with students interested in law as a career. She
wm cover New England School of Law's program and ad.missions process and general qualities and academic preparations sought in law school appticants. This is being
co-sponsored by the Law Club and the Career Planning &
Placement office. All majors are welcome.

15 - 20 Student Bus Drivers
Salary: $5.00/ hr.
JOB DESCRIPTION
STUDENT DRIVER (PART-TIME): BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE TRANSIT
Drivers wil1 be respansible for the safe driving of equipment used by Bridgewater State CoJl~Transit in the
provision of public mass transportation. Said equipment may include, but is not limited to: motor coach,
school bus, van, pick-up truck, automobile, or any vehicle used by Bridgewater State Transit.
Required duties will also include; driving assigned routes as assigned by the Operations Manager or his/her
designee, stopping at designated bus stops to allow passengers to board and deboard~ maintaining ridership
information an occasional survey date. Other duties include, but are not limited to: adherence to route
schedules and all other job assignments and written and implied policies set forth by Bridgewater State
CoHege Transit as are necessary in the provisions of public mass transportation.

New York City J"rfp
The Ensemble Theatre has scheduled a New City day trip
this Saturday. Nov. 19, open to all students, faculty, and
friends. The price is $20.00; this is just for the bus. A sign-up
_sheet is posted outside of the Green Room on the call board,
or leave your name and number at the front desk of Scott Hall
addressed to Patrick Mccarron in G-22. Deadline is Friday,
Nov. 18 at 10:00 p.m.

Aviation Club
The Aviation Club meets every Tuesday, Room L-238 at
11 :00 a.m. Discussions will include trips, fund raising, flight
competitions, and activities. Your attendance is requested!

Prerequisites:
* be at least 18 years of age

Kris Kringle Fair
A Fair at the Unitarian Parish House, 50 School St., Bridgewater, will be held on Saturday, Nov. 19 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be holiday decorations, gifts, handicrafts, plants,
baked goods, attic treasures, and a snack bar. On Nov. 20th, a
Roast Beef Dinner will be served at 12 noon. Adults $5.00 and
children $2.50.

*Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles Class 2 license
* possess good driving skills

* be a

good driving record

Bridgewater State College student either in the day session or evening session

* Department of Public Utilities :icense

* dependable
* work well with the public
Informational meeting will be held for all applicants on N5'\/. 22, at 6:30 pm in S. 0. Demonstration
Rm. APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THAT TIME. This meeting is MANDATORY.
"'"'
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Mental Health
Counselor Traineeships
Graduating college
seniors, new graduates, and
graduate students are invited
to apply for the "live-in" Preprofessional Resident Advisor
Counselor Traineeships
offered at the Devereux
Foundation in suburban Philadelphia, a group of multidisciplinary residential and
day care treatmYJnt and rehabilitation centers. The Devereaux PA Branch is approved
by the American Psychological Association for Predoctoral Internships. in Clinical
and Counse.ling Psychology.
The E.L. French Vocational
Rehabilitation Center is
approved by the Commission
on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities.
Several twelve-month
Mental Health Resident Advisor/Counselor Trµineeships
are available at CAREER
HOUSE,· and innovative,
transitional, coed, residential
treatment/therapeutic edu;..·
cation facility for post-high
school youth with learning
and adjustment problems,
which collaborates with local
colleges, career training
schools, and work placements and also at the CENTER FOR HEAD TRAUMA,
which provides an opportunity for an integrated learning
experience with traumati.cally head-injured adolescents and young adults with
concurrent learning and
emotional adjustment problems. Trainees "live-in" and
receive training and supervised experience in supportive counseling and milieu
therapy, crisis intervention,
residential treatment, cogni,', tive r:emedi'ati0n,. social reha·. bilitation and recre.ation
therapy, and report writing.
They participate in case con-

Commissioned Before I Graduate?
How? Through the Coffege Officer Recruitment Program.
That's right! You can become an Army officer in the Masssachusetts Army National Guard without interrupting your stuaies at any state college or university.. This is what you get
when you join: Free tuition to all Massachusetts State funded
colleges and universities for four years which may include
"masters" program; part-time employment, one weekend per
. month, and fifteen days annual training; professional
development.
Find out about CORP by calling 1-800-322-1388.
Flight Contest Rescheduled

,,: ·:c:,.• ,ta:~·"~~~--;~~[·~/r~thlteiwA~M]ia~t~io~.~n~.MiflJ~~~~~~"''\'c'·•·"".:':;~.·'?·"t'~lill~'

terences and attend clinical shoufd be able to ·do their··
seminars. Experience may own typing.· They should
also be offered in selective have a broad academic base
job placements, educational of training and some degree
therapy and academic tutor- of practical expe'rience in
ing. Applicants with prior outlined duties. Preference
experience in expressive will be given to applicants
mediamaybe·assignedtothe who plan to make a profes-,
Adjunctive Therapies Pro- sion in mentaf health ·or
gram encompassing art and related fields and are seeking
photography.
a comprehensive experienA stipend of $458 per tial learning/training expemonth, housing, and meals · rience in supportive mental
are offered to qualified appli- health services to refine their
cants who are U.S. citizens, career objectives. For inforunmarried and at least 21 mation and applications
years of age. Group hospital- write: Dr. Henry Platt, Direcization and Major Medical tor, Institute of Clinical TrainInsurance coverage is al.so ing and Research, 19 S;
provided. Trainees must have Waterloo Rd., Box 400,
the use of a fully insured per- Devon, PA 19333. Ter. (215)
sonal automobile, and 296-6906.

. Blended Virgiriia Cigarette Tobacco

dufe·d

for

Saturday, December3 at 9:00 a.m. at the Taunton
Municipal Airport. Events include Short Field Landing, Message Drop, and Power off Landing. There is no entry fee for
contestants with a BSC 1.0.; for others the fee is $3.00. There
will be free T-shirts given to every contestant, and trophies will
be awarded. For registration information and event rules, contact the BSG Aviation Club at 823-6288 or King Aviation at

a_2_a_-_3_6a_2_.___________________
·

Spend Summer Abroad,
Camp Counseling positions are available for four to eight
weeks in Cl,.number of YMCA and other organizational camps
in Columbia, England, France, Germany, Nigeria, Hong Kong,
Italy, Japan, Sweden; and USSR. Fluency in the language of
the country is required in Columbia, France, and Italy. The·
program is open to men and women, 18-25 years of age, who
'have at least one year of college behind them,a.s well as camp
counseling, teaching or other similar experience working with
groups. Participants pay approximately $100 application fee.
which includes insurance coverage, placemenJ services, and
flight information. Counselors recieve room arid board, occa~
sionally pocket money and are responsible for all international transporation costs. Application deadline is January
1st.
.-Applications and information are available in the Career
Planning & Placement Office, located on the ground floor of
the Student Union Bldg.
Christmas Ball
It's not too early to begin thinking about asking that special
someone to this year's Christmas Bal.I. It will be he~d at
Anthony's Crystal Ballroom in West Bridgewater on Friday,
December 2. Look for further details.

/T

With vour first roll of Old Holborn,
vou're really on a streak! This
)({
~vinning blend of choice, long@)
burning light and dark tobaccos }i!L
treats you to flavor, and a
· · · !iii! i;
distinctive aroma. One .
!iii:
puff will teach you
why Old Holborn
is SC) popular the
world over ... from ·
Amsterdam to
Marrakech!

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS CARD PLAYS A MELODY I
Get yours for the holidays by simply sending $2.99
Also Available

BIRTHDAY
LIMITED OFFER "3 FOR 2" SPECIAL
GET A POUCH OF OLD HOLBORN FREE - - WHEN YQU BUY
POUCHES AT THE REGULAR-i'RiCE!
Available At: All Tobacco Shed Stores•Tobacconists Ud. •All C.B. Perkins_
Tobacco Shops• Leavitt-Pierce• David P. Erlich• Han'ard Tobacco (Mal:v
Liquors) "'Afs9 Available At Yi>ur Local Colleg1:.' Book Store.
, '-

two

·
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Announcements

NEEDED!

~have_ a

The Comment

IMPORTED FRO.M LONDON ENGLAND Exclusive U.S. Distributllr
JAMES B. RUSSELL INC. Englewood, N"'w jersey 07631

* ANNIVERSARY * GET WELL

For each card please indicate your choice - mail to:

JEWELRY UNLIMITED
BOX 2582 (Dept Cl 1)
'
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TAUNTON, MA 02780
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Orders for CHRISTMAS CARDS will be· accepted until NOV. 25, 1983
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Senior Yearbook Pictures
STUOIO .ONE photographers will be at Bridgewater State College on
November 21 and 22 to take
the first group of senior portraits. All seniors who are
leaving BSC in December are·
urged to take advantage of
this opportunity to have pictures taken.
A studio will be set up in the
Student Union Make-up,
Room {near the Communications office) with the adjacent

~

~00

traits will be held during the
week of February 6-10, 1984.
But seniors are encouraged
to make early appointments
to have proofs completed
before the end of the current
semester. Only those seniors
who have placed a glossy in

changing rooms available for
clothing changes. The hours
have been established for
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Any
problems with these hours
will be taken into consideration.
Appointments can be
made with the secretary of
the Comment/Yearbook
Office. A signup sheet has
been posted with al I necessary information.
Additional hours for por-

G.\ft~

I
I

•

~'~q-

~01.-
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Car Ster~o: AM/FM cassette
Craig Stereo w/,Jensen
speakers. $100.00. Call Jim,
697-9392.

Men's divers watch for sale.
Good condition. Very reasonable price. Call 697-7255.

SKI Conway - Mt. Whittier:
Seasonal Rental $200/
month plus utilities. Available Dec. 1 to May 1. Two
bedrooms. Sleeps 8. Call
871-0539 after 5.
Needs home: 7 mos. Female
Black Lab. Has all shots and
has been spayed. For more
info. cal I Beth at 378-3877.

For Sale: Weight Set, 11 O
lbs. total. Brand new; still in
original box. Never used.
$25. Call 822-5503 after 7:30
p.m. and leave a mes·sage.
Roommate wanted for furnished 2 bedroom cottage·
w/color TV, stereo, and full
kitchen facilities. On private
lake; utilities included.
$200/month, 1h hour from
school. Call David, 295-9300
after 9:00 p.m.
Odds and Ends Sale, including furniture, to be held in
the town of Brockton on
Nov. 19 (Sat.) and Nov. 20
(Sun.). Sat. hours 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., Sun. 9:00 a.m:
to 4:00 p.m. All are welcome.
Please call 588-2582 for
directions.

For Sale: Harmony 6 string
guitar with case. Nice
sound. $80. Also, stereo-Bogen amp, sony tuner,
Garrard turntable, speakers-all for $150. Call extension

1328.
If you submit a classified ad
for publication, please
advise us how long you wish
the ad to run. If we receive
no. notification, we will print
the ad only .if we have space
. for it.
Two Roommates wanted:
Male or female. $100 per
month. Call 697-3637. 4
miles from college.

The Comment publishes classified ads free of charge to
members of the BSC community. Submit your ad by noon on ·
the Monday of the week it is to
run.
Roomate Needed- male or
female to share expenses in
off campus apartment or
house. f:-or more information, call 584-7040 before
7:30 a.m. or after 10:30 p.m.

For Sale: Student clarinet
w/case. Good condition,
excellent instrument for
beginner. $80 or b.o. Call
822-5503.
For Sale, Futon, like new,
(double bed size), clean,
less than 6 months old. $125
original purchase price; will
sell to 8.0. over $75. Please
call 697-1984, 7:30 - 9:30
p.m. only.
For Sale: 1974 Pinto mini
wagon; new paint job, tires,
seats. Runs well, good mpg.
AM-FM stereo 8 track. $450
or b.o. Also,'" 1974 Buick
Apollo, has damage to driver's side. Car is otherwise
very solid--just needs a little
work. $400 or b.o. Cal I 8225503 after '7:30 p.m. or leave .
a mess~ge at .The Comment
office for Nancy.
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THESE.DEUJXE FEATuREs AT NO EXTRA CHARGE: ,
\). . • lOK yell<>W or white gold • Syntheti~ tiirthstot\~:or sunbursts~nes
Personalized engraving • Stone Engraving'. ···•~,CreatiVe .Finandng f:~~~
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I
I Homen--Address
I
I
I Home Phone
.I

#School

Phone #Grad. Year

1

,I Finger Size
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Knowing how to impress a
c;:orporate recruiter is essen-tial . in today's tight job
market. There are more posi...
:ions forthis year's graduates
·han there were last _semeser. but even as the economy
·ecovers from the recession,
:;ornpanies ~re still running
ean,. They are hi.ring
:;autiously.
A special College Career
::dition of the National BusiI iess Employment Weekly,
I ~eared to g~aduating sen.iors,.
I )ffers advice on breaking
I nto a good job~ It contains
I -~etp-wanted advertisments
I ·rom the country's leading
I ~mployers. Recruiters des~
· I ;ribe· what· they .look ·for ·;n
1 >otential .employees. Recent
1 ~raduates detail how they
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For Sale: 2 new 13" radial
snow ·tires. See Brenda in
203 Durgin.

Free Jobhunting
Newspaper

I

WIN A F.REE CLASS RING
Re' gistration Coupon

1
I
I
I Name

Need a babysitter? Weekends day and/or nights,
some weeknights. If .out of
walkin!;J distance from college, will need ,a ride. For
more information,, leave
your name and number for
Donna at The Comment
office.

~----------~----------------
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I

II
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L------------~---~-----~----~•

1974 VWSuperBeetle. 7,000
on profe,ssionally rebuilt
motor, good body, brakes,
tires. Bfaupunkt AM-FM with
~h;!%:.-w2.12.--~·~~~~~~~W?l:-z~·, 2 Jensen speakers, and
many new parts with papers
to prove. $1350 or 8.0. 784-

~ and details of Jostens'. Creative· Finan.ci11g·Plans.,.
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i:~4Z Classifieds ~~~el'

B.J.K.: Will you marry
me? Fiver.
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anded in the fast track.
The issue also lists costs of
iving in major cities and what
mtry-level candidates in
fozens of professions earn.
:>ther ,articles include an
malysis of the insurance
industr)i's efforts to attract
high caliber employees and
suggestions forgetting along
with a first boss.
.
A limited number· of free
copies of this newspaper" is
available eo seniors from the
Career. Planning and ,Placement office. The National
Businf:SS ·Employment
Weekly is a regua~ar publications of Dow Jones & Com·
pany, Inc., which also
publishes .The ,Wal I , Street
Jo·urn·ar · ·a'nd Barron's'
magazine.
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The Department of

I

PHILOSOPHY and RELIGIOUS STUDIES

By Joyce E. Turnbull

.,
I
5

announces the following elective courses for the Spring Semester

GENEfiAL MEETING
Again let me remind you
about our meetings Tuesday,
November 29 and Wednesday, November 30 in the
Rathskellar between 11 :00
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Please
bring your ideas for the logo
and motto contests to these
meetings. Also, we will begin
coliecting information and
creative ideas for the monthly
newsletter. Needed are individuals who can type,
address, and stuff. Questions
will be asked at this time concerning the T-shirts and
sweatshirts. We need to know
how many to order, what
colors· are preferred, and
what style sweatshirt
(hooded, zippered, or
pullover)?
·
CHRISTMAS PARTY
A Christmas Party will ,be
held Wednesday, December
7th in the Green Room
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
We have this beautiful room
to oursP.lves all day. So just

You Can

The Comment

drop in as you can, between
classes to socialize and eat.
We will need donations of
chips, dips, soda, and baked
goods for this festive day.
WORKSHOPS
Tentatively scheduled for
Tuesday, December i 3th and
Wednesday, December 14th
are four workshop sessions
provided by the Career Planning and Placement Office.
The topics of these will be
resume development, job
search, career placement,
and interviewing.
WHO MAY JOIN OASIS?
If you are 25 or over, you
qualify for OASIS membership, and there are no committments placed on our
members. OASIS means·
Older than Average Students
In School. Just come and
take advantage of these
informative workshops and
lectures. Even if you are not a
member, you are welcome to
take part in any meeHng.

I
I
IIu
.
1

..

PL 350 Philosophy Seminar: Business Ethics (James MWF 12). A course concerned with analyzing

the various ways moraf issues occur in business and what kinds of standards can and should be used in
appraising them.

~

PR351 Religion, Faith, and Reason (Cheney MWF 10). A course which aims at understanding and
evaluating the d11ferent questions made by religious skeptics and ,..e/igious believers.
RE 315-1 Topics in Religious Studies: The Life of Jesus (Boyle TTH 9:25). Based on Bibical an non·
Bibical sources, the course will consider the historical evidence for and the meaning of major events in the
life of Jesus.

RE 315-2 Topics in Religious Studies: Religion and Morality (Boyle MWF 9). Religious teachings
regarding current moral issues including abortion, euthanasia, human sexuality, feminism, nuclear
profileration, war and peace, and biogenetic engineering.

n
u

RE 315-3 Topics in Religious Studies: Medieval Christianity (Keay TTH 12). A history of Christianity
from the time of Constantine the Great to the eve of the Protestant Reformation.

•t
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' · · ·· · '·

(61 7) 223-0222 COLLECT
(9 AM • 3 PM, Mon. • Wed.)

CODE OP- 54

Navy Officers get

. responsibility fast.

Forensic Society Fares Well
in· Tournament

BOOK SALE
Hundreds of ·
Hardcover Books
Great Gift. Ideas.

VOYAGER

BOOKSHOP

West Shopping Ctr.
Rear of Sears
Brockton, 583-4700
Hours: Mon.-Sat. · 10-9
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The Catholic Center at Bridgewater State College will hold
its sixth annual Christmas Bazaar on Saturday, December 3
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
· The Grand Prize Raffle will be a "Fun-Money Weekend" for
two. Deluxe accomodations will be at the Sheraton-Falmouth
. for two evenings. The gift package also includes $50.00 in : ••
cash for spending money plus $20.00 in "Fun Money" for use '"
in the Dining Room or Lounge while at the Inn. The Sheraton- '
Falmo~th is located in scenic Falmouth and features nightly •,:
entertainment and many wonderful uextras".
The First Prize Raffle will be a Panasonic AM/FM Stereo
Receiver with spectragraph, built-in cassette recorder and •· •,:
automatic record changer plus 3-way speaker system. Other
raffles include handmade quilts and a·fghans.
Special features include holiday decoration, knitted work, • ••
baked goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many
~
gifts.
·
.
·.
A Mug and Muffin cafe will be open during the bazaar for· ••
refreshments and a complete luncheon will be served. from
·
11-:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
·
.
.
' •• ' Tickets go on sale November 18 and are available at the ••
Catholic Center, 122 Park Avenue, Bridgewater, or from committee members. The public is invited to attend.

2:-5 at Towson State Univer;..
sity in Maryland. Anyone
interested in competing. is
invited to see President Tracey· Flynn any Tuesday or
Thursday at 11 :00 a.m. in the
Student Union Pit (opposite
the Speech Communication
Department Office).
~~

HP

n
u

Catholic Center
rft}J ft'fJj

•STARTING SALARY OF $18,000 WITH SALARY
ESCALATION TO $30,000 BY YOUR FOURTH YEAR
• FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE
o 30 DAYS PA!D VACATION IN YOUR FIRST YEAR
• FULLY FINANCED GRADUATE PROGRAMS
• MANAGEMENT ANO LEADERSHIP TRAINING
SECOND TO NONE
• PRIVATE CLUB FACILITIES
•WORLDWIDE TRAVEL
• PRESTIGE AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Lt. Burgess, your Navy campus representative, will be visiting
your campus.soon. For immediate information, call him at:

0

AM

.~5''"'Chcis;

Lt. Jerry Burgess is making it as a Naval Officer. You can, too, if
. you qµalify~ The [\,la\fY offers many ~xqeU~nt 0~4:Qi;li~~~~

Senior Co.mmunication
major and team · President
Tracey Flynn . received the
fifth place trophy in persuasive speaking.
Sophomore Political
Sc.ience major Mark _Avery
placed sixth in the informative speaking category in his
first tournament.
Coach Susan Miskelly of
the Speech Communication
Department observed, "We
have several strong, seasoned competitors and one
of the strongest novice teams
in years. We are looking forward to a good showing on
the forensic circuit."
On November 17-21, the
t~arn ·:·wJLl 1oomRete'. at SbiP.-:- ;
pen,sbu.rg ,University~ i.n P.en- .~
nsylvania' and on December

n

PL 407 Philosophy of Science (James MWF 11). A course about science which aims at helping both the
scientist and non-scientist understand the many ways science can be understood and to determine
whether there is a "best" way.

Right After Graduatlonl

The BSC:: Forensic Society
captured three trophies in its
first tournament of the i 98384 season. The tournament,
sponsored by the Collegiate
Forensic Association, was
held at Fitchburg State College on October 28-29.
Teams from the Middle
Atlantic and New England
region competed in several
types of debate and eight
categories ·of individual
speaking.
·
Freshman Political Science major; Cha(les Blair
took two trophies in his first
intercollegiate competition.
Charles received the third
pJac~ trophy in extempo..
rane,tP.:l:)s ~: ~pealsing ·arrd:'.<the.~
fifth., place t.rop'hy ,·i·n~
impromptu speaking.

~

ll

Guaranteed A Job In Management
· . " '

~

PL 404 Theories of Mind (Sanders TTH 12). A historical survey of the main problems and theories in
philosophical psychology, foilowed by a discussion of comtempory issues.

b....

· qualified !iiiPPlfcants.

I

Campaign L,etter
Dear Fellow Students:
groups and- working with
My name is Deborah Nolfi many different people.
Cotter and I am a senior at
I like being a part. of the
BSC. I am running for the .BSC Communitrarrr.t~would
office of Senator for the Class like to be a part of the Senate.
of i 984. I am . majoring in If elected, I will do my best to
Sociology and minoring in ·help the students of BSC to
Management Science and have a positive experience as
History. I am a candidate for. a member of the BSC ComSenator because I feel I munity. _Electi9ns are
would do a very good job in November 21 and 22 and I
that office. I have had expe- would greatly appreciate
rience in several clubs on
your vote.
campus and am currently
President of the History Club.
Sincerely,
As such, I have gained great
Deborah Notti Cotter·'.;
experience in organizing
Candidaf6 for Senator·, :·
Class of 1984 .
.
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Entertainment
~
The Connection

Tony, Larry, Zito & Bean...
garity. Tony's style seemed
to be a combination of a couple of different styles - similar to the ironic observations
of George Carlin and the
twisted sarcasm of Jay Leno.
My only criticism of Tony is
that his material was inconsistant at times and tended to
stretch out the audiences
laughter with a few too many
"drug" jokes. There were a
few comically "weak" bits in
his act. However, the next
moment he would break up
the audience again with his
hilarious sarcasm. Some of
his funnier bits were his
observations of Cape Cod ("a
seafood restaurant every 36
inches"). "foliage hotline",
and , "visiting the dentist".
Tony also served as master of
ceremonies and performed
short bits between acts. My
rating for Tony Y2.
Larry Sullivan; clad in a

By Michael A. Ricciardi

On Wed., Nov. 9, SSC was
visited by Boston's very own
°Comedy Connection". The
performance featured four
talented comedians and I will
review them in the order of
their appearance.
Tony V., a large, intense
man, introduced himself to
the audience with: "I'd like to
apologize, you've all been the
butt of a terrible joke - I'm
not a comedian - I'm the
new deanf' Tony succeeded
al most immediately in putting the crowd in the proper
state of mind for an evening
of laughter. His approach to
comedy is simple, direct and
often times vulgar. Fortunately, his material went
beyond the tired rut of vul-

0

O'toole, Carl Sagan, Johnny
collared shirt, sweater, and
knit slacks looked like he Carson, William F. Buckley
stepped off some Ivy league Jr., and a near perfect Jimmy
college campus for a quick Stewart. My rating ***112.
Zito & Bean. Rarely have I
drink. Larry's stylings were
seen a comedy team that
evenly-paced, highly polworks and blends together as
ished, and a bit more sopisticated. Often his material well as these two talented
would border on the absurd. performers. The comedy is
Commenting on computer fast paced, warped, outragedating, Larry complained: ous, and often completely
"when you go to.a restaurant, absurd. The audience barely
you always have to find a had time to recover from
table near an electric outlet!" laughing before this
Larry achieved a consistantly demented dou blasted off on
high level of laughter another scatalogical routine.
throughout his performance. Their act was riddled with
His low key demeanor com- running gags that built the
bined with his often subtle laughter higher and higher
delivery made his material all with every mention of "Velthe more hysterical. The cro!" or "Night of the Bill
Eddiel
highlight of Larry's act was a Bixby clones - series of brilliantly funny Eddie!" Zito & Bean also perimpressions depicting fam- . formed several hysterical
ous people as highway musical perodies such as
patrolman. The most notable "The five worst songs of the
of these were his Peter 1970's" and "Piddler on the

Roof". Zita's parody of a
cliche'd night club singer was
exceptionally funny and well
done. The most brilliant of
these musical numbers was
their medly of hits from the
1950's. Not only were the
songs innovative and
extremely funny, but they
were also well harmonized.
Had these two not gone into
comedy they might very well
have become professional
singers. Much of their humor
was derived form television
shows and commercials
which supplied a vast amout
of material for their outrageous spoofs and take-offs. My
rating for Zito & Bean ~***.
The Comedy Connection
was perhaps the best evening
of entertainment I've experinced here at B.S.C. and I
hope that we will make many
more !'Comedy Connections" in the future.

Scouting Report
From Clubland
By Robert Flynn

Thursday the 17th
The Channel, 25 Necco St. Boston, 451-1905 - The Real

roots of reggae can be found in Burning Spear. They play
what can only be termed "hardcore" regg(i~, l:hat is, reggae
Jamaicans listen to. A typical song lasts .15. minutes and
repeats three words over and over and over (like "Ja no
dead"), creating a hypnotic effect similar to that of marihuana.
Get it? With One People, reggae locals.

Friday the 18th
"We've got nothin' better to do, than to watch T.V. and have a
couple of brews!"

Saturday the 19th
BSC Rat, Bridgewater - Oops! The program committee made
a mistake and hired a good band, although I'm sure tnatthey
aren't aware of it. Cub Coda was the lead singer/guitarist of
Brownsville Station (remember "'Smokfn' In the Boys
Room•'?). He has gone on to play equally obnoxious R&B and
rock .. A great time in your own backyard!
Jacks, 952 Mass ave., Camb., 491-7800 - The Pete~ Dayton
Band gives fun rock and dan.ce stuff with a good show. He had
an semi-hit last year- "Love at FlrstSlght"which was released
on an album produced by The Cars Rick 0.

The Connecticut Ballet will be performing "The Nutcracker." November 20, 8:00 p,m. in the Student Union Auditorium.
Tickets: $3.00 B.S.C., Senior Citizens and Children under 12, and $5.00 General Public

CONTEST NUMBER EIGHT:

Bob Sntith's
RULES

I. What was the name of Fonzie's favorite
magazine? He usually carries a copy with
him. (Happy Days TV .show)

Trivi.a .-./_-'

I

.

-""
1.
Prizes
for
solving
trivia
questions
are two
Sunday the 20th
movie tickets to each winner which are good
The Channel, 25 Neco St., Boston, 451-1906-1 usu~lly never
at General Cinema Theatres.
2. All entries must be received at the Comgive any listings for Sunday because it is a dead dayclubwise,
a kind of retreat day for recovery, but today is the exception.
ment office by noon on the Wednesday folThe L.A. hardcore band The .Clr.cle Jerks has a new album out
lowing the issue date. Only one entry per
(Wild Jn the Street} and is on tour promoting it. They play
contestant. Comment employees are
really fast hardcore punk with songs like "/just want to get
inelegible.
'
some skank". Their debut album, Group Sex caused quite a
3. There can only be two winners a week,
stir. Also appearing_is S.S. Decontrol, a straight-edged band
that's all we can afford, so when there are
with super-fast tunes about things like h"ating smokers "Get It
more than two winners we'll have a lottery.
Away." This show is for all ages. The doors open at 5:00 and
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State
the show co_§_ts five.dollars. What a deal!
College Students, faculty and Alumni. All
entries are to be submitted to the Comment
!" n - · - - · - - •• Secretary between the 'hours of 9a.m. to
MAKE MUSIC a PART of YOUR LIFE
2p.m. A valid l.D. must be approved by the
I
"f
secretary. The entry should include the
.
S
Ch
l S . ty
,answers, your name, address and telephone
i
~Join. the B. .C.. _.ora ocze
b
-i
i
num er. '·
•
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue
ii.
Every Mon. & Wed. from 3:00 ~ 4:15 pm
of The Comment.
·
in U G _ 4
6. Not all questions need to be answered in
t
order to enter the contest and winners wi/J
be indicated by the- number of correct
BRING A FRIEND OR TWO!
a.n~we!~·., ~t ;~ p ssiel,~ t<?PP.'tfJ.et one QV'!~ · .·•
*credit m~y be obtained
··'' t1~r. fl~Hf.£.!nd stiJJ ·wi(1. unless, of course,..
_.. ... • ...
-···· - - ........ • •• -· . . . ., .. -· - J . . someonf.fel$e··aoes better~
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2. What was the name of the river by which
Hiawatha lives? {Longfellow's poem
"Hiawatha")
3. A young bear is called a cub. A young
whale is called a calf. What do you call a
young Kangaroo?
4. What was Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's name
before he had it changed to Jabbar? (He is
the center for the L.A. Lakers Basketball
:team}
5. What were the names of Superman's real
parents who died when the planet Krypton
was destroyed?
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST
NUMBER SEVEN ARE:

Pai.Ila Rizzo & Michael Raia
There were only 2 entries last week and
both had 4 out of 5 correct answers. Paul is a
third time winner and Michael a second time
·winner. Congratulations to both.
Th
I
e ~nswers to ast week's questions are:
1. Q a'nd Z
2. Pull if1fo pit area
3 . Ranger

7 ~.:'·t·on':Ys~'ri,c,~~ts~, ~·~..Fam~1y, ~~one
.

:·, .1·, .. , .

5. Six s.ides

c. ·Stone
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Rod Serling:
By Mark Pimenta

Rod Serling ... The name
imposes the possiblilty of the
impossible, the unreal considered very, very real and the
implausible regarded as
plausible. The other thing
that Rod Serling is associated with is the Twilight
Zone. Naturally, it is the most
important thing associated
with his name. However,
what . r:nany people don't
know is that Rod Serling was
one of the new, young breed
of writers for a thing called ...
"television".
Before Twilight
Rodman Edward Serling
was born on December 25,
1924 in Syracuse, New York.
His parents, Samuel and
Esther Serli ng, saw that
young Rod had a vivid and
lively imagination and went
out of their way to let it
flower. Along with his enormous imagination, Serling
seemed to have this thirst for
challenges. He would try out
for anything; theatre, debating, even go so far as to be a
paratrooper in World War II.
When Seriing finished high
school, he enlisted in the U.S.
Army 11th Airborne Division
as a paratrooper. While in the
Pacfflc, he received word that
his father died of a heart
attack. When he was discharged, he returned to a
home that lacked something
he always thought would be
there. Now, whether these
two events, the army and the
death of his father, influenced his becoming a writer,
we will never know, but there
was something boiling in
Serling that ,had to be
released. Serling was
reported as saying, "I had
been injured with the paratroopers and I was bitter
about everything and at loose

a man with an enormous imagination

ends when I got out of the
service. I think I turned to
writing to get it off my chest."
Out of the Army, Serling
enrolled at Antioch College
in Ohio on the G.I. bill as a
Physical Education major.
He soon found that Phys. Ed.
was not helping with his selfexpression. He changed his
major to language and literature. With that, he had found
his new calling.
During the first year at college Serling had met Carolyn
Kramer. She was a beautiful,
no-nonsense girl studying
education and psychology.
She was a little apprehensive
of Serling because he had the
reputation of being a ladies'
man. But, despite all that, the
real relationship grew closer
and, two years later, they
were married.
Soon after their marriage
Serling just kept churning
out script after script. Some
of them hit big, like Patterns
(about corporate intrigue)
and Requiem for a Heavyweight (about the decline of a
prize fighter), but the rest just
seemed to fal I by the wayside. But, in spite of thi's fact,
Serling was a very successful
man, artistically and financially. Why, then, would
SerHng go into such a risky
venture as writing and creating a half hour science fiction
program cal led the Twilight
Zone? Two very important
reasons for this are: one, he
could write the kinds of stories he wanted behind the
veneer of fantasy, and, two,
get away from network and
corporate intervention in
scripts. During one show, the
Chrysler building was
stricken from a shot of a New
York skyline because the
sponsor was the Ford Motor
Company. Another. example,
this one from Requiem for a

CAMPUS EVENTS

Heavyweight, the line "Got a
match?" was ~tricken from
the script because the sponsor was a lighter company.
So, on October 2, 1959,
Serling unveiled his creation
to the world.
After Twlllght
With the cancellation of the
Twilight Zone, Serling
immersed himself in work,
writing T.V. and movie
scripts. Then, on November
8, 1969, NBC aired Rod
Serling's Night Gallery, a
movie with a trio of bizarre
stories. This was another
pilot and was a high rated
success. NBC gave it the goahead, but Serling made the
mistake of doing another.series. Serling said after the Twifight Zone had gone to re-run
heaven that he would never
be involved with the production end of another show. He
was wiped out after Twilight,
but he assumed that they
would defer to his judgement, seeing as how it was
Rod Serling's Night Gallery.
Well, he assumed wrong. The
show went, more times than
not, for shock value. This was
exactly what he was ~rying to
get away from when he
rejected ABC's Witches, WarJoe.ks and Werewolves. "On
Twilight Zone, 1-took the
bows, but I also took the
brickbats, and properly,
because when it w~~ ba? it
was usually my fault, Serl mg
said. "But when it was bad on
Gallery, I had nothing to do
with it--yet my ·face was on it
all _the time ... "
Serling put everything he
was saying into a letter to
Universal Studios, producers
of Night Gallery. "I wanted a
series with distinction, with
episodes that said something; I have no interest in a
series which is purely and
uniquely suspenseful but

totally umcommentative on
anything." But, despite the
letter, Serling was bound by
contract to stay with the
show until its grisly demise in
1973.
In May, 1975, Serling suffered a mild heart attack and,
a month later, he was admitted to a hospital for a cororiy
bypass operation: On June
28, 1975 after complicatio.ns

from a ten hour open-heart
operation, Rod Serling died.
Rod Serling, a man possessed by his own beliefs In
television script writing and
television itself. Maybe that's
why the Twilight Zone stands
out as one of television's
most popular shows. Maybe
that's the reason why the
Twilight Zone is still on
televison.
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On Thursday, December 1.
• 1983, the Student Union Pro• gram Committee will present
• The Empire Brass Quinet.
•The performance will begin
: at 8:00 p.m. in the Student
• Union Ballroom.
•
The Empire Brass Quintet
• is made up, of five fine per• formers. Several are former
•members of the Boston Sym.;.
•phony and the Boston Pops.
: The quintet is consfdered the
• best brass ensemble in
•America.
•
The Empire Brass Quintet
•has held performances for
•many important people such
:as the President of the United
8 States and Queen Elizabeth

II. They have also performed
all over the country and in
other parts of the world-Pittsburg, Atlanta, New York,
Boston, Seattle, Eu rope, and
Japan. The Ensemble has
currently recorded over eight
albums.
The New York Times says,
"You have not often seen an
ensemble that played with
more gusto."
The Boston Globe states,
"The fact remains· that there
is certainly no other American ensemble that can play
so many different kinds of
music."
All are sure to enjoy this
Holiday Program!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
:,EMPIRE
BRASS
•••

...............................

It's That Time Again!!!
This January, join thousands of students from hundreQs of colleges at the student ski vacation capitol
.•. Mount Snow, Vermont. A sellout, year after year,
it's the 8th Annual Snowmester Ski Week. Don't be
fooled by other ski weeks - there's only one on campus Snowmester trip.
Whether you're a beginner or an expert, we guarantee
you loads of fun and great skiing. And our apres-ski
activities will drive you wild · fabulous meals, great
entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore.
And take a look at our special prices:

'
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SGA Profile of the Week
Hello, my name is Jack
Murray and I am Bridgewater
State College's State College
Co-ordinator. My job is to
work out of the Student
Government Association to
represent BSCto outside stuaent organizations. My main
involvement at the present
time is with a growing statewide student organization
called the State Student
Association of Massachusetts (S.S.A.M.). This is an
association of the three state
universities, eleven state colleges, and thirteen state community colleges in Massachusetts. Their purpose is to
- lobby for student rights and
issues important to all students of higher public education in Massachusettts. The
next meeting is at Worcester

22, at 6:30 p.m.
I am also involved in
Senate sub-committees of
the SGA and a member of the
SGA Executive Board.
Anyone who would like to

•

•

.

i

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

talk to me about anything can
come to the SGA office, third
floor of the Student Union,
just before the Game Room,
and arrangements can be
made for us to meet.

I Thursday
j

Assorted Juices
i Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
• Sausage
Pancakes w/syrup
! Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Vegetable Soup
Meatball Subs
Fish Square on a Bun
Cauliflower
Onion Rings

!

I

I

i

i

I

i

Vegetable Soup
Shaken' Bake Chicken
Meatloaf w/gravy
Oven Brown Potatoes

i
!

i
I
I

Com

j

~

- Friday
' Assorted Juices

Clam Chowder
Tuna Casserole
Grilled Cheese
French Fries
Slii;;ed Beets

I Assorted Colet Cereal
i
i

!

j

i

Fresh fruit
Cheese Omelet ·
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

i Saturday Brunch
! Assorted Juices

j

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
• Flrench Toast
Assorted Donuts
V Toast/butter/jelly

i

.
i
i

!

Clam Chowde:
Stuffed :=1ie! o'i Sole
Lasagna ...,.::~.1e:<itsauce
Onion Ri11Q$
Spinach
Carrots

I
i
i

'

i

j
I
=-

Minestrone Soup
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Steak
French Fries
Peas

Minestrone Soup
Roast Leg oi Lamb
Franks & Beans
/ brown bread
Oven Brown Potatos
Green Beans
Cauliflower

i
i

!

f

i

I
!
I

. Sunday Brunch

I Assorted Juices
; Assorted Cold Cereal
i Fresh Fruit

,

j

Sausages

the importance of geography = Assorted Donuts
motion of the night. the SGA' stressed in various other I Toast/butter/jelly
agreed to support Mehrdad
countries whereas in our t Monday
Hajian in his fight to stay in
country, the importance of
Assorted Juices
the country. The meeting
geography is not emphasized i Assorted Cold Cereal
.
t I
~ Fresh Fruit
a d')Ourne d at approx1ma
e Y as muc h , " p ro f essor M"ll
I er I -:;heese omelet
9:40 p.m.
added.
: Waffles
Professor Miller enjoys f Assorted Donuts
MILLER (Continued from p. 1) teaching here at SSC and j Toast/butter/jelly
before entering college. This
hopes to stay here permaTuesday
requirement may be due to
nently.
i Assorted Juices

i

Soup du Jour
Cold Cut Italian Sub
Cli1cken Croquettes w/

~~r::i:~~i!auce

1

i

Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
• French Toast
Assorted Donuts.

.

•

• tzme
•
... on Iy t hzs

we 're

i.

I
i
!

i

t

Clam Chowd.er
Baked M~caroni & Cheese
Fried Chicken Pieces
French Fries
Sliced Carrots_

Clam Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast
Jardinere
Fries Cod Tails
Mashed Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Sliced Beets

i
!

Roast Turkey
w/ dressing
Baked Ham

8

M::h:~s~~t:~~~=

It

Ie
~

t
i

i
•

i

Peas & Squash
Apple Cider

Assorted Donuts
Toas!.'butter/jelly

nother C 0 'J11
J e eh ou s. e :8 Ir::~:tr~~L.,,

I
!

Sliced Carrots

= Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit

i

Soup du Jour
Fried Clams
Stuffed Shells
French Fries

i

•

•
•

•

f

••
• • •• • •••• • ••• • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • •••
i! ~~~~::~:d~~~~on
•
•
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Zuchini w/Tomato

1

•

~'

Iat Tilly and The Hill I

§!~.!~...9.!?.!l~9.~..!?.Q...~~.Y.~!!!£~!................:.~............................- ........- ....................................................................... i ~a~:i:~ Order
SGA (Continued from p. 1)
_
motion had failed. A five minute recess ensued with many
people rising to congratufate
President Dobson.
After the recess, a motion
was made and passed to
postpone the matter of alloeating $20,000 for the renovation of the tennis courts
until next week. In the last

.

~~~;p~~~;-,,~;

w/gravy
Fishsticks on a Bun
Baked beans
Spinach

j

~~::;~~~~=~

'/.lib Hamburger w/Bacon
Rice Pilaff
Cauliflower w/Pimentos
French Cut Green Beans

I
i

!

•
i
.
• i
j
d
•
t
I
Toast/butter/jelly
.
i
rea zng poe r!,l---&...._. __._,_____,_._._______._.~. - . -··-..

•
•
- : Come. Haveactipof coffeeandadonutandlistento : Heat break House
: some of your fellow students (and faculty) read their :
•
:
•
:
•
:

•

-o

works. Or, read some yourself. Bring any poems or
short stories that you have written (even if you have
already submitted them) or .even a piece from a
favorite author. Read your poems/ stories in your
voice and style. No one will critici~e your work, so no
one should .feel embarrased.Or cipprehensive.

•
:

e

The Department of Speech
Communication, Theatre
: Arts- & Communication Disorders announces its Laboratory Theatre presentation of
George Bernard Shaw's
Heartbreak House, Thurs-1
day, December 1, Friday,
December 2, and Saturday,
Decemb.er 3, in the Student
Union Auditorium (with an
Eight O'clock Curtain).
in his preface to Heartbreak House, Shaw explains
how it "represents the rapid
disintegration of cultured,
: leisured Europe" brought
about by the first world war.
On a broader scale, the play
demonstrates a stripping
away of pose and illusion in
order to reveal genuine truth.
Heartbreak House - has
been acclaimed by many critics as Shaw~ finest play, not
withstanding the fact that he
wrote over fifty plays, including Canadia, Man and Superm a n, Major Ba r b a r a ,
Pygmalion, and Saint Joan.
The B.S.C. Laboratory Theatre production. is being
directed by Dr .. Richard J.
Warye, Professor of ThE)atre
Arts, who, in addition to
. , . _,.•. ,. p.e.in9 the founding director
~~~;p,,h of ,EtS.C. Children's Theatre,
has directed Twelfth Night

•
:

•

:
Tuesday Nov. 22nd at 7:00pm in
:
: The Duxbury.Room 3rd Floor Student :
:
.
.·
Union
:
: brought to 'you by

•

·

..

a

f BS C

The Bridgewater Arts .Review e

••
••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

and The Skin of Our Teeth,
among others, for Ensemble
Theatre, and its predecessor,
the B.S.C. Drama Club.
The cast includes Helyn
Landry ('85) of Milton as Ellie
Dunn, Ellen Murray ('85) of
Sharon as Nurse Guinness,
Richard Tranmer ('86) of
Bridgewater as Captain
Shotover, Judy Partington
('85) of Hudson as Addy
Utterwork, Letitia Riel ('85) of
Norwell as Hesione Hushabye,, Kevin Roberts ('84) of
Newton as· MazzinL Dunn,
Robert Blauner ('84) of
Brewst_er as Hector Hushabye, Mark Pimenta ('85) of
Taunton as Boss Mangan,
Patrick Mc Carron ('85) of North Adams as Randall
Utterword, Thomas Newell
('85) of West Bridgewater 1 as
Billy Dunn. · .
"" '
Setting and Costume
Design is by Professor Arthur
Dirks, Lighting design is by
Lynn Benoit ('84), and Thomas Newell 'is. Assistant
Director.
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY
JEEPS FOR $44
through the U.S. Government?
- GET THE.FACTS TODAY!
CALL (312) 742 - 1142
EXT. 5932 - A
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What is "OASIS''?
By Jane Livingston
OASIS : Older than Average Students In School. And
what do we have in common
with the younger students?
We have tuition, classes,
homework, books to carry,
parking problems, and the
same trek through rain, sleet,
snow, sunshine across the
tracks. We share the _same
cafeteria, library, scheduling
confusion, and suffer temporary lapses of memory during an exam.
But we share an even
greater mutual experience the dynamic process of idenapproaches to life situations,
encouragement and a feeling
of belonging.
tity and independence. It is
..,........,..._......,..........--~

with a sometimes shaky confidence, an often fluctualing
definition of directton, and
sheer will power and determination, that we struggle for
success, often one class at a
time, one exam at a time.
But with the realization that
OASIS students and younger
students, for all our individual differences, still have a
great deal · in common, a
channel is wide open for the
mutual exchange of wisdom
through experience, unique

TYPEWRITERS

?

Call: 583 - 8332

........... .....,.,....~.,...................,.................,,,.................................................................,,,...............,,...................1
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! Creative Dance
~

•

i

Offerings l
§

l

Do you know that it is possible to take six three-credit S
courses in Theatre Arts, and one in Physical Education? ~
) The following courses are offered, two or three each semes) ter on a rotating basis, by Professor Cora Miller of the ~
~ Theatre Arts Faculty:
·~

i

}~
c
1

~
l

~

~
\.

i

CT 225 Creative Dance I
CT 290 Movement and Dance for
Actors
CT 320 Creative Dance for Children
CT 325 Qreative Dance II
CT 350 Movement in the Creative Arts
CT 352 Dance History
PE 220 Expressive Movement

i~

3 er.
3 er.

r

l

3
3
3
3
3

~

er.
er.
er.
er.
er.

l

~

~
~

~

CT 290, Movement and Dance for Actors, is taken by
students from many major fields. CT 325, Creative Dance If,
does have a prerequisite of one 3 credit dance course, or
consent of the instructor. CT-PE 180, Creative Dance
~ Group, is a 1 'credit course open to all who like to dance, do
r original work in individual and group dance, and perform.
l
PE 160 and 162 are one credit, one quarter courses in
\ Creative Dance taught in Physical Education which are also
offered spring semester.
~
The goal of the Creative Dance program is to find, release,
and nurture the dancer in everyone. Anyone who can move
~ can dance! Each of us is creative in some measure. We can
~ explore and develop our own dance style, and develop our
~ skill and artistry in'dancing with others. So if you've always
~ wanted to find the dance that is,right for you, and develop
r your move.ment imagination, consider the Creative Dance
J offering fo.r spring.

l
~
i

i
i

Call the BSC PIRG
Consumer. Hotline·:,
Mon - Friday
12:00-3:00

~

~
~

·\

t
J

S

1697-12001
ext. 2313

~
~
~

You can get

')

i

§

S
~

ACTION

\
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School For Field Studies
• learn field research techniques with a team of studentsfrom across the country·

JANUARY, SUMMER, • help seek solutions to problems in endangered ecosystems
• explore a potential career or major
AND SEMESTER
Share these adventures in learning ... {check one or, more)
PROGRAMS
AROUND
Month-long summer courses:
"Acid Rain" and Limnology
0 Aquaculture
THE WORLD 0 Adirondacks
Hawaii
January term:

0 Coral Reef Ecology
St. John, Virgin Islands

0 Marine Mammal Biology & Conservation
Alaska

Europe

0 Tropical Rain Forest Biology
Amazon

CTWildlife St~dies
East Africa

0 Primate Social Behavior
Caribbean

0 Elk Succession in the Blast Zone
Mount St. Helens
D Hazardous Waste Issues
New England

0 Marine Studies

0 Wildlife Conservation
East Africa .

0 Populati<m Dynamics of Endangered Species
Mediterranean

D Humpback Whale Ecoiogy

OCoral Reef Ecology
Virgin Islands

0 Tropical· Studies
Central America ·

Gulf of Maine

a friend
who
smokes:'

D Environmental. Geology

Semester-long courses;

Caribbean

"On
Nov.17th,
adopt

All courses carry academic credit. Scholarships and financial aid are available for qua.lified students.

Help a friend get through
the day without.a cigarette.
They might just.quit
forever, And that's
important, Because good
friends ore hord to find.
And even tougher to lose.

THE GREAT

AMERICAN
Write or call now for details!

School for Field Studies
50 Western Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(611) 491-9000

'· SMO··· KEOUT
.tAMERtCANCANCERSOCErY•

9
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*Sports*
Women Gear Up For Season
Ruggiero feels his team has a
The Bridgewater State aged 12.5 points per game.
"legitimate
shot" at winning
women's basketbaH team
CoHicut tossed in 10.8 per
the Utle in their first year of
hopes to continue their win- game and Parsely did the
ning ways in the 1983-84 sea- same. Runge and Choukas . competition. Salem State and
Worcester State wifl be the
are both freshman and both
son. Last year, the team.
main competition for the
were
Suburban
.League
Allunder "Coach of the Year" Bo
Bears, with the winner gainRuggiero, compiled their
Scholastic performers last
ing an automatic bid into the
best record in the history of year.
NCAA
Regional Tourna
the program (18-8). The
One of the major weatadies also qualified for the knesses of last year's team
NCAA Division Ill Regional was its lack of bench
Tournament, and held a strength, since onJy nine
National ranking in that div- 'players made up the entire
ision. At one point. on Febru- squad. This season the team
ary 111983, Bridgewater was has the luxury of having·
ranked Number One in New. twerve solid players. A side
England.
not .to all of this is that all of
them were captains of their
This season hopes to bring
respective high school
more of the same with three
of the team's top five starters teams. Those players
returning from last year's expected to contribute
immediately are Laurie
squad. The team will have an
O'Connell (guard), Felicia
entirely new backcourt due
Houston (forward), Gina
to the graduation of '82-83
Digiavanni (guard), Cathy
co~captains Dede Enabenter
Dors (forward), and Laurie
and Karen Croteau.
Boylan (guard).
To fill these gaps, Coach
Coach Ruggiero discussed
Ruggiero recruited heavily
his view of the team this year.
during the off-season.
Through his efforts came , "We have four returning lettermen and several up and
North Quincy High standouts
coming freshman. we· have
JoAnn Runge (guard) and
much more depth this year,
Christine Choukas (forward).
Combined with veterans ·and we'll work on helping
Jody Callicutt (forward, and '.them understand the phifosop h y of basketball at
this year's captain), Cathy
Baker (center), and Carolyn· Bridgewater. I'm very enthusiastic and exdted with this·
Parsley (guard), they make a
new group."
very formidable starting five.
This season is the first time
Baker is the only senior on
rcaptain Carolyn Parsley will
the squad this year and is a the women's basketball
candidate for Academic Allsquao . will be competing in
American. Last year she aver- the f\11ASCAC conference.

Bea.rs
Business

By.. Mike Storey

Out with the old, in with the
new. So goes it in athletics as
the fall sports retire for
~nether year and the winter
ones begin.
The Bears football team
finished up the year on a winning note as they trounced
the Westfield State Owls, 2914, to end the season with a
4-5 record.
Tailback Dave Buckley finished his collegiate career in
fashion scoring two
.. ,·.P..- fine
touchdowns (1,2 yds.) while
rushing for 111 yards on 19
carries. Split end Steve
Hughes caught two TDs of
his.own and tied a SSC mark
·'.::c. by catching five on the season. A record that had been
around since 1970 (Richard
Roath).
.
Defensively, the Bears got
excellent performances out
of ·seniors Hank Reed who
had 15 tackles on the day,
·~. and ·Jim Hachey who had 4
QB sacks and one fumble
recp;very. tq finish 04t their
respective careers~
Things to look forward to

~

will be the return o.f QB Mark
Ambrose who r11·ade some
freshman '.mistakes during
the year, but will hopefully
learn from them and come
back even stronger next season. Fullback Brian Mahoney
was a super find this year. He
could be one of the top backs
in the conference next season. There were other first
year starters this season who
should come back even better next season· after a year
under their belts. If they are
serious though, the time to
start getting read.y is now.
The r:nen's and women's
cross country teams competed in the NCAA Qualifier
. this past weekend at SMU.
They did not fare as well as
most thought with the
women's squad being left out
of the running altogether. A
happy note. is that Dan
· Murphy qualified for the
Nationals in Newport, VA by •
finishing twelfth in the competition. He is the first male
runner to do so at B'rJdge. water. State. Congratulations

.Dan!
See Bears p.11

ment.
fn the MASCAC, Bridg~
water wm play 6 of the top 1o
teams in New England.
Ruggiero admits that the
ladies may have problems
working cohesively as a unit
with so many new faces on
the team, but as time goes on

the chemistry will improve.
--"our players are enthusiastic about running and
pressing and scoring and-yes--playing full court zone
defense," said the second
year coach.

be moving from forward to guard this year.

Men's Team Will Have
"New Look"

The 1983-84 men's basketball team will have a "new
look" this year. Jhis look
starts with the coaching staff
and continues on throughout
the whole squad.
Under new head coach
Mark Champagne, former
assistant at Southeastern
Mass., and his assistant Paul
Nolan, the Bears have a
to~gh road ahead of them
after coming off an outstanding '82-83 season going (216) and clinching the
MASCAC championship.
Returning from that. squad
are only three players, two of
them starters. Back is guard

Mark Dias (5'-11") who has points per game last season.
been selected this years"'s Great improvement has also ·
captain. Diaz led the team in been seen in forwards Paul
assists last season. Coach Bonitto (6'3) and Mark And;.
Champagne considers Mark erson (6'7) during the preto be "as good as there is in season.
Freshmen to watch will be
the league." Only a sophomore, Dias plays the game point guard Ray "Boo"
like a "seasoned veteran." Thompson (5'11 ), an All-City
selection from Boston Tech;
Also coming back for his final
season is (6'3) forward forward Todd Darden (6'1)
Devere Morris who dropped from Bronx, NY, a real
20 pounds in the off season ·jumper; and guard Steve
Lopes of New Bedford who
and came into camp much
has looked impressive so far
stronger and quicker than
past years. He possesses a in practice.
Overall, it would be very
short one hand jumper that is
almost unstop.pable when he
See Men p.121
is on. Morris av~ged 13

a

\d

~

e
.

De Vere· Morris will be a big· man ln tht:
front court this season.

.

Mark Dias is this year's captain and
"makes things happen on· offense".
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Winter Athletic
Schedule
1983-84

Men's Basketball Schedule
Nov. 19 Castleton State
21 E.N.C.
22 Curry College
29 Westfield State
Dec.
Berkshire Classic
3/4 North Adams
Westfield-Williams
6 M.M.A.
8 Salem State
10 Newport College
Jan. 17 Fitchburg State
19 Framingham State
21 E.N.C.
23 Roger Williams
26 Anna Maria College
30 S.M.U.
Feb. 1 Nichols College
4 Worcester State
6 Framingham State
8 Curry College
11 Salem State
14 Fitchburg State
16 Westfield State
18 Worcester State
20 North Adams State
22 Plymouth State

Women's Basketball Schedule

A
H

3:00
8:00
H 8:00
A 8:00

Nov. 18 Roger Williams
19 Castleton State
22 Rhode Island Coll.
29 Westfield State
Dec. 2 Newport College
3 Wheaton College
8 Salem State
10 Eastern Ct. State
14 Gordon College
Jan.14 Newport College
·17 Fitchburg State
19 Framingham State
21 North Adams
24 U-Mass/Boston
28 E.N.C.
31 S.M.U.
Feb. 2 Plymouth State
4 Worcester State
6 Framingham State
8 Clark University
11 Salem State
14 Fitchburgh State
16 Westfield State
20 North Adams State
22 Worcester State

A 9:00
H

8:00
H 8:00
A 8:00
H 8:00
A 8:00
A 8:00

H 8:00
A
H

8:00
8:00
H 8:00
A 8:00
H 8:00
A 8:00
A
A 6:00
H 8:00
H 8:00
H 8:00
H 8:00

Men's Wrestling
Dec. 3 Quad at Trinity College
Norwich/W.P.l./Trinity
. . 7 Tri at Mass. Maritime
Coast Guard/M.M.A.
10 Quad at R.I. College
R.l.C./M.M.A./M.1.T.
12 At Univ. of Lowell
Jan. 28 Tri at Plymouth State
Amherst/Plymouth
Feb. 1 Tri at U-Mass/Boston
U-Mass/Bowdoin
5 Emerson College
9 At Boston College

7:00

H

6:00

A

6:00

H
A
H
H
H
A
H
A
A
H
A
H
H
A
H
A
A
A
H
H

7:00

H

2:00

6:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
6:00

6:00
3:00
7:00

6:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
2:00
8:00
6:00
6:00
7:00

Swimming Schedule
Men's & Women's
12:30

Nov.22 U.R.I.
Dec. 3 Regis
8 Brandeis
10 Colby
Z1 S.M.U.
28 Westfield
Feb. 4 Salem/
M.l.T.
7 Central Conn.
8 Western
New England
10 . St. Michael's
11 U-Mass/
Boston

6:00
12:00

7:00
1:00

3:00
7:00

Gymnastics Schedule

A
H
A
A
H
A

Women· 7:.00
Women 2:00
Co-ed 6:30
Co-ed 1 :00
Co-ed 1 :00
Women 2:00

AWomen 2:00
A Men 5:00
H Women 7:00
H Men 4:00

Co-ed 1:00
H Men· 7:00
Holy Cross
H Co-ed 1:00
Babson
H Men 7:00
New England's
Women's
T.B.A.
New England's
Men's
T.B.A.
A

15 W.P.1.

Jan. 21
· 25
Feb. 4
8
11

Smith Coll./Westfield A 1 :00
Rhode Island College A 7:00
Salem State/M.l.T.
A 2:00
Brown University
H 7:00
Univ. of Maine/
Farmington
H 2:00
14 Conn. College/
E$ridgeport Univ.
H 7:00
23 Coast Guard Acad.
H ·7:00
25 M.l.T.
A 2:00

Baske~ball

H

H 7:00

18
21
24/
25
Mar.2/
3/4

Coach:
Coach:

Joe Yeskewicz
Dorothy Joyce

Bears(cont. from p. 1Oj
The women's. volleyball
team -competed in the ECAC
Tournament at Western Connecticut on Saturday. However, they ran into a
devastating MIT squad,
ranked 4th in the nation, and
were defeated 2-0 in quick
fashion. This team was never
expected to get as far as they
did ending the season with a
(22-14) record. Bravos
should go to new coaches
Kimberly Phillips and Diane
Kiley and the entire team.
. This Friday the women's
basketball team open up their
season going up against
Roger Williams at home (7:00
p.m.). This team went to the
NCAA's last season and finished (17-8) for the year. This
year's squad has even more
talent, but is hurting for experienced players after the
starting five. Once the substitutes get used to playing at
this level, this team could be
devastating by the end of the
year. Coach Bo Ruggiero will
have them ready by Friday.
You can take that to the bank.
The men's squad open up
on the road this Saturday as
they travel to parts unknown
to take on Castleton State in
Vermont. New coach Mark
Champagne has a tough act
to follow as last year's team
. finished 21-6 on the year,
· were MASCAC Champions,
and took Clark to the limit,
lo$;ng §2--.80, in the finals of
the NCAA Regionals. Only
two members of the starting
team are returning in 198384, those being Devere Morris and Mark Dias.
The Bears are short on
height but long in spirit. This
team may not be as awesome
as last year but will definitely
be fun to watch and in most
every game-they play. Come
cheer them on Monday night
(8:00 p.m.) in their home
opener against Eastern Nazarene College.
lntramurals
Volleyball finals were this
week. Winning the Men's division was the PRO's with the
BSC Rocks taking the
women's division. Coed
winners will be known by
next week.

BSC

Returns To Kelly Gym this Week.
·~riday,

November 18

Women's Basketball Team
vs.

Roger Williams College
7:00 p.m. Starting Time

Monday, .November 21

~ignup~· fo~ Intramural
Basketball will take place on
December 1 in the Kelly Gym
at Free Period {11 :00 a.m.).
Rosters and rules will be
given out at this time. Schedules will be available the following week with play
beginning the first week back
from Xmas vacation.
After Thanksgiving weekend,the Free Throw and
Three on Three coed tournament will be held. Prizes will
be given to the. winners.
Check Kelly Gym for more
details.
BAIRS
A trip to the Boston Celtics ......
vs. San Antonio Spurs
(Nov.30, Wednesday) will be
on sale starting Monday,
November 28th; Only 25
tickets have been reserved so
get your tickets early. See
Mike Storey for more info.
Ice Skating nights will be
held on Mondays, November
28 and Dec. 5th at the Taunton Rink from 10-11pm.
Sticks and pucks will be
allowed but no formal ga.mes
will take place. $3.00 inCludes
ice time and transportation.
See Mike Storey for details.
A Ski Trip to Smugglers
Notch has been planned for
the weekend of January 2022. Cost is $90.00. This·
·includes transportation, lift
tickets, meals and lodging. A
down payment ot $40.00 is
requirectwithihthe .fiexffeW ·
weeks to hold a spot for you.
Think snow and see Mike
Mendelsberg or me for more
info.
The Turkey Trot will take
place next week on Tuesday,
Nov. 30 at 3:00pm. Entry fee
•.,.,r:..
is $1.00. First prize is a
Thanksgiving Day Turkey
(Very edible). Second prizes
are dinners for two in the
faculty dining room and T.,
shirts for third place. There
are four categories to enter.
Go to IM Office to get an
application.
It's that time of year to
move all the games inside.
Hope to see you at the Hoop
games over the next few
weeks to cheer those Bears
on to victory.

Karate Heads
For
Touritament
;;•

By John Marciano

Men's a·asketball Team

vs.
Eastern Nazarene College
8:00 p.m. Starting Time
Athletic Director Bo Ruggiero is looking to put together a musical cheering section for all
men's and women's varsity basketball home games. No musical talent is nessessary. If you are
rowdy and ready, co·ntact Mr. Ruggiero in the Athletic Department, located on the bottom
floor in the library.
·
·
' '· ..

"'

~

The Bridgewater State College. Shoto-Kan Karate Club is
heading to Boston College this Sunday for the first N·.E.C.K.C.
(New England College Karate Conference) Tournament this
semester.
At the last, N.E.C.K.C. Tournament, Bridgewater took
second place losing only to the University of Lowell. Among
the tearr;s that Bridgewater has defeated are Harvard, Yale,
M.l.T., and Boston University.
Bridgewater has avery strong team this semester cuid hopes
for even more success in the upcoming tournament.
· ·

.v·
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*Sports*
r--------·--1 Rugby Season Ends Even
I T 0 p x -c 0 untry Ii .
c~n
Jo~nson
.f R unner· a t
:
I
I
I
i
B
s
c
I !he
I
I
By Tim Ball

-

i

The Bridgewater Rugby
foo:ball club has even~d out
t.heir rec~rd after the1~. last
gameagamstMassMant1me.
i
cl~bwent4-4thisfall and
1s look1.ng at a strong club for
•
•
•
the spring season.
i_
. .
Captain Jim Lennon, when
j By Douglas Benson
ft~hm~ on ~ewp?rt ':3each asked how he thought his
i
this Friday nlQht "!' 1t.h his surf backs worked out, said "I was
Dan Murphy was r~nn!ng ~od. an? as the saying go~~:
really impressed with the peral?ng and really en1oymg
En1oymg every minute of it i formance of the veterans this
= 11mself last .s.atu.rday.
The day for the most part year. Nick Molinari, Devin
Nobody was really in h1sway. was dam~, c~ld, and cloudy, · Belanger, Sprout (McCorriHe ran through a few puddles but that did.n t really matter to son), and Sid (Desantis)
1ere and there and it was a Dan. At high noon all the
really proved how well they
t tad bit cold, but that really ru.n~ers from all the c_olleges
:iidn't bother him either, w1t~m the N~rt~east lined up
-i '"'ecause the 1·unior out of b. eh ind aIIwhite line and when. i
,
~Bridgewater State College it was a over Dan. Murphy i
=iUalified for the cross coun- had become the first SSC
try nationals down in New- cross country runner sfnce :
l\..C;
I port, va by coming in fourth thebeginningofthecollege's:9 is~lT
j place at the NCAA qualifica- ~xi~t~nce to qualify a~, an
u._ ~,
·
.1V V.tll,
. j tion meet at Southeastern md1v1dual for the national '
j Massachusetts University. cros.s country meet .. He I
L£.J
~
- It was 8 five mile course received a free ~lane ticket j
i
·and
Dan ran it it 25 :41 . Only and accorr;mo?at1ons.
That'swhywhenyoucome
Jthree. other runners in the
Well, l~t s think ~bout that i
~oc~~~t:; ~; ~~~l~:ea~s:~~
iNortheast Region were f~rawhtle,luckyhtm ... lucky !
anyquestionsyoumayhave.
i ahead of him ·and that hrm. No, I have some qualms
·so if you choose an abortion,
:includes all the' colleges in about ca. lling .him lucky.•
you'll be making the choice
_
that's right for you. Call
I
j the Northeast, Division I, II, beca~se tn th e f irs t pace,:
It
738-6210. Preterm. The most
i' 111. Dan is is now a top U.S. wasn t luck that e~rned him I
experienced reproductive
Collegiate runner and as the_ fourth sp?t go mg to the
health care center
c 0 ac h Laverty put it, nat1~nals. Lets rephrase that i
in the Northeast.
"Nobody can take that away ~nd JUSt say that Dan Murph~··!
p~e•erm
from him."
IS a top U.S. collegiate l
1
i
·
h,
and
as
for
coach
Lavrunner.
.
.
O
A licensed non-profit health care facility.
P ·S .Luc~yhltl1,anyways.. i!_.
lerty·,he'SVerynappw.He'l\be
1842Beacon5,reet,Brookline,MA02146
'f...,.....,.._..,~~~............-..·:_.t. . . . .l--..)......t.--.1•~··---u.-..1•.................._...)._., •.-.••.-..............J
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play." "Daryl
did so well as a rookie we
started to call him Pile
Driver," Lennon added.
.Jim Greco, the s?rum captarn, hadequalpra1seforthe
scrummer. Greco awarded
the "Ninth Scrummer Award"
to Gregg Poillucci who, as
Greco said, "played so good I
couldn't believe it." Greco
mentioned the miraculous
efforts of Greg Di Bona, Pete
Schondek, Paul "Fluffy;' Mailory, Dan Gamarsh, Jim
Rudenes, Paul Schie le and
the hookers Dunk ~bbene
and Pete MacDonald and
Men(cont. from p. 10)

hf
h "83 84 B
t
toug or t e
ears o
repeat the kind of performance they had last season.
The big differences over last
year's team is physicllay eviqent with the lack of height in
the front court and the lack of
playing experience for a
majority. of the squad.
To offset these, Coach
Champagne plans to utilize
this team's excellent shooting ability and overall team
d Off
.
th B
spee .
ens1ve 1y, e ears
show a lot of movement without the ball and hope to have
a balanced scoring attack
throughout the team. Detensively, they will be a full court
I ost the ent're
· am
pressing
1
11
I
game, as We. as reguar
zones and ·man tO nian·.

said they formed the solid
base that kept· the team's
momentum going.
The Rugby Club will end
the season with a banquet
which will be held at
Anthony's.
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HOW TO

STUDY FOR
EXAMS
...
:
: AND PASS
:

• This valuahle report shows •

: how to handle material in
: your toughest course so that
: you know it for your exams.
:
There'sastudyplanbased
: on the orinciples of learning
: that eliminates a lot of for,
: getting and impresses the

IN THE COLLEG'E

* INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS

!

• •• • • •-•••'•• •••• •• • • •• •• •• • •

HOURS:

*·EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SKJI.:LS

* TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY (CURING

Friday 10 a. m. · noon

Tuesday & Thursday 10 a.m. · 2 p.m.

.

* EDITING AND REVISING
* WRITING WORKSHOPS ON SPECIAL TOPiCS

* AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL
* ENGLISHAS ASECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
*RESEARCH SKILLS

* A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES

:

mind with material you have :
to know so it sticks ... in :
some case; indefinitely. (It's : .
amattero usirigthelearning:
~~ce~ to your ~dvant~e.) :
ere s e~tn a Pan on ow :
to cram 1 that's what you :
have to do.
:
Get a copy. Save time. :
worry and get better grades •
in every course you ever take. :
Send $1.75 plus 25c for :
handling to~ J.B. Associates
:
•• (Dept Cl 1) P.O. Box 2s82
:•
•
T
t
M
02780 •
•
.,. aunon, ass.
•

Monday 10 a.m. · 3 p.m.
Wednesday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. &
7 p.m. · 10 p.m.

WRITER'S BLOCK)

:

..
•
:
:
:
:
:
:
•
:
:

First floor, Park Avenue entrance

* PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO. ALL STUDENTS

:
:
:
:

:

in the Ereshman Center, Maxwell Library

WRITING
CEf\lfER

.•
..•
...
..
...
..

